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       The Bay Area Latino Cannabis Alliance “BALCA” is publishing its #6 and final
2021 Newsletter of The Voice: Honor La Soldadera. Cannabis historian Martin Lee

states in his book Smoke Signals, “The emergence of marijuana smoking in early

twentieth century America was catalyzed mainly by the tumultuous Mexican Revolution.”

Whether it was Pancho Villa’s soldiers or Soldaderas, female soldiers linked to Herbolarias,

indigenous influenced herbal markets, cannabis distribution exploded during the

Mexican revolution of 1910. Women played a central role in maintaining and reproducing

the Herbolarias, herbal markets that included cannabis, or Marijuana. Before the

revolution started, La Voz De Mexico in February 25, 1900 reported female soldiers or

Soldaderas of distributing cannabis to the barracks, and claiming it was for personal use

when apprehended and asked. Soldaderas were effective cannabis distributors within

the army ranks during the revolution, notably making a revolutionary herbal intervention

during a revolutionary dynamic political process. The name Marijuana possibly originated

from combining two names Maria and Juana, first found in print in the 1840s. The name

Marijuana represents a material resistance against Spanish colonial medical regulations

combined with an expression of the power of the female identity of the plant. Soldaderas

embody that spirit of resilience, as distributors of Marijuana, combined as herbal

revolutionaries.
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            Welcome to issue #6 of BALCA The Voice. Liza Sosa and Cindy De La Vega

introduce the importance Soldaderas, Mujeres, and Latinas play in the shifting

cannabis industry, inspiring Latinas to play a greater leadership role in cannabis.

Followed up by Rita Montoya, attorney and National Indigenous & Latinx Director,

Minorities for Medical Marijuana; a powerful sharp legal analysis on cannabis and

immigration. Shifting to agriculture, Alicia Renata is a legacy cannabis farmer at

Blue Rock Gardens who has a deep love for growing medicinal cannabis through

regenerative practices that she calls “soul medicine.”  Jose Morales brings us back

to the grimy city life, where he was a victim of wage theft at his janitorial job, only

to be called to be an amazing budtender and cannabis community leader. Bianca

Guitierrez is a tour de force; launching Bianca Starr Agency, pioneering a

community building movement called The Rotation, working with the biggest

names in the industry and is Director of Marketing for equity company Sunset

Connect. Victoria Schanzle from Cherry Valley Farms gives us an amazing

Humboldt history going back to prohibition, the prop 215 days, the current prop 64

system, and the regenerative living soil vision that continues to shape their farming

today. BALCA’s Latin American Director Alvaro Portillo weighs in on making

international policy change for Colombia, linking an American audience to an

international cause. Ted Blair from Canna Country Farms walks us through the past

risky operations legacy growers had to undertake to survive prohibition, while

exemplifying his love for nature, outdoor flower all while producing some amazing

Emerald Cup winning purple aromatic bud. Ranchera Mami started in the Hemp

fields in Oregon, coupled with the Chingona attitude and inspiration from her

Grandparents, she has been developing a cannabis farm in Fresno County

influenced by her Hispanic roots. Chris Anderson is a legendary Humboldt cannabis

leader, born in Humboldt, his life is a living testament of the deep struggle legacy

cannabis farmers face and a vision for the legal market. Christine Black finishes our

newsletter off, redefining mental health and contextualizing the importance of

cannabis within the pharmaceutical landscape of medicine. 

 Enjoy BALCA #6 The Voice, bringing you cutting edge writings from cutting
edge cannabis leaders. 
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Education: We are committed to shattering stigmas and educating

latino communities about the latest cannabis science, cannabis for

wellness, and the growth of the regulated cannabis industry.

Professional Development: We are champions for upward

mobility and will provide the resources needed for our community

to ensure proper compensation, pursue growth opportunities, and

build towards cannabis business ownership.

Civil Rights: We will challenge civil rights violations in the industry

(racism, sexual harassment, sexism, tokenism), and will remain

uncompromising in our search for full worker’s rights.

Business Ownership: We support Latino entrepreneurs in building

their own businesses, and developing unique products or services

for the industry.

Culture: We will share the stories of latinos in cannabis, and ensure

that we provide a space for our communities to express our culture.

Website Website Website BALCA.liveBALCA.liveBALCA.live

BALCA's FIVE PILLARSBALCA's FIVE PILLARSBALCA's FIVE PILLARS

https://balca.live/
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Soldaderas, or Adelitas, were known historically for their immense bravery and resilience during the

Mexican Revolution...stepping up against the completely oppressive regime of Porfirio Diaz. These

courageous women defied the normal gender roles that were curated and expected from them.

While not all armies allowed women to join in the uprising, the more unstructured groups welcomed

their female counterparts. Without fail, our Soldaderas traded in their full length aprons for bullet

straps and their brooms for firearms.

 

Soldaderas exemplified their strength and courage not just by joining in the revolution, but by

showcasing their intuitive methodologies for strategic warfare. These women not only fought and

sacrificed their lives alongside men, but truly exemplified bravery and independence. This truly set

the foundation and the framework for what women have always been capable of, but constantly

restricted and limited. 

 

Sadly, both gender and social norms within our latino communities haven’t evolved into complete

equality and acceptance, as of yet. Women today are able to become educated and pursue

professional careers, but still feel the struggles of balancing their professional life with their traditional

roles within the home. While we have come a long way from the days of the Mexican Revolution, our

latinas are still fighting oppressive revolutions in their own right and in their own ways. 

 

Latinas within the Cannabis industry continue to break down both traditional gender and cultural

stereotypes that carry this industry moving forward in a revolutionary manner. Cindy De La Vega, San

Francisco’s first latina dispensary license holder, is one the Bay’s fundamental examples of how far

latinas in our communities have come. She reminds us all that “women not only belong in the room,

but that there is a seat at the table with our name on it, regardless of who we are, where we come

from, or who else is at the table.” Leading by example and the daily grind, Cindy, BALCA’s SF leader,

steps out of the normal and expected role and “makes her own choices, lives the life she chooses,

with a sense of self-worth and self-confidence” and paves the way in a true guerrillera fashion for the

rest of our latinas to follow. 

 

Mujeres, Latinas, Soldaderas, and Guerilleras....there is no time like the present to stand up, gear up,

and empower yourself and your communities with your entrepreneurial talent and empowerment.

You are more than enough individually, but together we create revolutionary change. 

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

Written by: Liza Sosa @virtualliza

Cindy De La Vega @cincin415

MUJERES, LATINAS, SOLDADERAS, ANDMUJERES, LATINAS, SOLDADERAS, ANDMUJERES, LATINAS, SOLDADERAS, AND
GUERRILLERAS A MOMENT FOR CHANGEGUERRILLERAS A MOMENT FOR CHANGEGUERRILLERAS A MOMENT FOR CHANGE

https://www.instagram.com/virtualliza
https://www.instagram.com/cincin415/
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@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

Born in the U.S.A.?

As jurisdictions in the United States continue to legalize the use of cannabis, it can be easy for Americans

to be confused about what they can do and where. And if you are not a U.S. citizen?

High is not strong enough a word to describe the level of confusion. As of July 2021, ninety-eight percent

(98%) of the United States population lives in a place with a public access cannabis program. In fact,

according to the National Conference of State Legislatures, as of July 6, 2021, only three U.S. states and one

territory have no public cannabis access program: Idaho; Nebraska; Kansas; and the American Samoa. In

the United States, non-citizens comprise

approximately 14%—or 46 million of the 331 million people.

Written by: Rita Montoya, National Indigenous & Latinx

Director, Minorities for Medical Marijuana @chicannamaryland

BORN IN THE U.S.A.? NOT A UNITEDBORN IN THE U.S.A.? NOT A UNITEDBORN IN THE U.S.A.? NOT A UNITED
STATES CITIZEN? JUST SAY “NO”STATES CITIZEN? JUST SAY “NO”STATES CITIZEN? JUST SAY “NO”

Who are “Non-Citizens”?

The term “Non-Citizens” refers to nonimmigrants and unauthorized immigrants. Nonimmigrants

are foreign nationals lawfully admitted into the U.S. for a specific, temporary purpose.

According to the U.S. Office of Immigra.on Sta.s.cs, in 2019, approximately 3.2 million nonimmigrants,

including their family members, were residing in the U.S. for reasons such as tourism, work, and academic

study. Temporary workers comprised approximately 50% and students accounted for 35%.

Approximately 60% are citizens of Asian countries including India (25%) and China (15%). Only 8% come

from Mexico. Unauthorized Immigrants are foreign-born non-citizens without legal residency. Most

entered unauthorized without inspec.on or overstayed a temporary authorized admission. Between 2015

and 2018, an es.mated 11.4 million unauthorized immigrants reside in the U.S. Mexico accounted for the

largest share of the unauthorized population, with an es.mated 5.42 million people from Mexico

represen.ng nearly 50 percent of the total unauthorized popula.on in 2018. The next five leading countries

included the three Northern Triangle countries of El Salvador (730,000 people), Guatemala (620,000), and

Honduras (450,000), along with India (540,000) and the People’s Republic of China (China) (410,000).

https://www.instagram.com/chicannamaryland/
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@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

Who can consume cannabis or work in the
cannabis industry legally in the United
States?

Only U.S. citizens can legally consume

cannabis or work in the cannabis industry in

the U.S. within the legal bounds of the laws in

their jurisdiction without immigration

consequences. While according to the U.S.

Bureau of Justice Statistics, only 13% of 2018

non-citizen federal arrests were a`ributed to

“drugs” generally, cannabis-related arrest or

conviction is not needed to trigger negative

immigration consequences. Any non-citizen

who so much as admits use or possession of

cannabis—even if not convicted; even if in

their own home; even if legal in their state or

territory—risks serious immigration-related

consequences including being found

“inadmissible," being denied entry into the

United States, or have their application for

lawful status or naturalization denied.

Industry affiliation or involvement could also

be problematic. Non-citizens should: 1) Stay

away from cannabis; 2) Do not carry cannabis,

a medical cannabis card, or paraphernalia

including clothing, stickers, etc. 3) Remove

cannabis-related words and

photos from social media and cell phone; 4) If

you use(d) cannabis or work(ed) in the

industry, consult an attorney before leaving

the U.S. or applying for naturalization or

immigration status; and 5) Never discuss

cannabis-related conduct with immigration

or other legal enforcement authorities unless

your immigration`attorney advises it is safe.

Written by: Rita Montoya, National Indigenous & Latinx

Director, Minorities for Medical Marijuana @chicannamaryland

BORN IN THE U.S.A.? NOT A UNITEDBORN IN THE U.S.A.? NOT A UNITEDBORN IN THE U.S.A.? NOT A UNITED
STATES CITIZEN? JUST SAY “NO”STATES CITIZEN? JUST SAY “NO”STATES CITIZEN? JUST SAY “NO”

¿Sí Se Puede?

When the U.S. government used the term

“marihuana” (an American English version of

the Mexican term “marijuana”) in its criminal

statutes to give newly immigrated Mexicans a

bad reputation for smoking the cannabis

plant despite it being grown for years in the

U.S., it birthed the caricature of the napping,

lazy Mexican so typically depicted with a

sombrero pulled over his eyes, leaning against

a cactus. This would become a trope for all

immigrants to the United States: lazy and

looking for a handout. Fast forward to 2020,

where the Latinx community is

almost 19% of the population but only 5.7%

percent of cannabis license holders despite

all suffering from disproportionate arrest rates

for cannabis possession and murder by law

enforcement. So now what? The call to action

for new immigration policy in the United

States is perhaps even louder than that for

cannabis policy. A truly equitable cannabis

industry must include not only access for

non-citizens but decriminalization in criminal

courts and immigrations courts and

processes. The very real dangers to non-

citizens for participating in efforts to secure

these rights no doubt puts a chill on their

advocacy which makes it incumbent

upon the industry to act on their behalf.

While we fight for tax breaks, expungement,

equitable license distribution and clean plant

products, we must remember to include non-

citizens in that plight and advocate for their

rights by contacting our legislators, ending

equal rights rallies and educating the public

about their humanity.

Rita Montoya, J.D., is an Indigenous and Latinx attorney, policy strategist and life-long advocate for under - served

communities. Currently, Rita provides business, compliance, education, legal and corporate social responsibility

platform services catered to businesses in and out of the cannabis industry.

https://www.instagram.com/chicannamaryland/
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MEDICINE FOR THE HEARTMEDICINE FOR THE HEARTMEDICINE FOR THE HEART
AND SOULAND SOULAND SOUL

 I moved to Humboldt County in 1981. Being on a 40 acre piece of land in the Northern

California hills was a big change for a 14 year old city kid. My mother and my stepfather grew

cannabis during prohibition and I, as the resident gofer, helped. Our community grew and

bonded under the constant fear of helicopters and law enforcement motorcades. We had a cb

radio network to warn each other of approaching armed marauders. We built a community

center, a radio station, we organized festivals, we danced, we grew immensely tall sativa plants

and squat heavy heady indica plants, we built our hippie palaces out in the woods and we

thrived. I remember helping my mother crawl through thickets of poison oak and berry bushes

to hide the plants. We carried chicken wire through the woods to protect the crop from the

deer and we painted it to hide the shiny metal from the helicopters. We hauled amendments

up and down the steep ridges to feed the plants. During harvest, I slept in a cabin rich with the

damp heavy smell of drying cannabis. At school, we were forbidden to talk about it, having
friends over was tricky, even though many families were growing, it wasn't freely
shared for fear of snitches and thieves. 40 years later I have a permitted cannabis farm.
My beautiful plants grow in full sun right outside my front door. Prohibition has ended,

Bureaucracy has taken its place. Mega grows in the Central valley are rising, making little

specialty farms like mine hard to keep going. The market thrives, demanding stronger THC

levels, wanting designer strains that are recognizable by name. 

 As I wander through my garden, I pause to smell the ripening Gelato, take some leaves
off the tall growing Garlic Cookies and give a wandering eye to the landrace Thai pure
Sativa that is a mother strain, an ancestor to the myriad cultivars we now enjoy and I
am grateful for these beautiful plants. I care for them, I give them living soil, I tempt worms

to come and stay. There are ladybugs, lacewings, spiders, frogs, lizards, an entire ecology here

on my organic farm. There are moles that cleverly position their mounds near a leaky faucet,

birds that seek out caterpillars, my garden is a paradise. I've planted companion plants to

encourage this ecology, my light dep beds have borders of marigold and calendula, sweet

alyssum lines the narrow paths. These are the gardens where magic is made. I believe that

cannabis is medicine. Not only physical medicine, used to soothe our pain, but heart and
soul medicine. 

Written by: Alicia Renata  Blue Rock Gardens @bluerockgardens

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

https://www.instagram.com/bluerockgardens
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MEDICINE FOR THE HEARTMEDICINE FOR THE HEARTMEDICINE FOR THE HEART
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 This is why I grow organic cannabis in living soil, this is why I

combat issues with pests or mold with natural biologically friendly

methods. I believe in what I do and I believe that this kind of

cannabis, cultivated with so much love, is far superior to the

commercial farms growing acres of monocropped weed. My farm is

also my home, so the abundance and health of the farm is doubly

important. I watch over these plants night and day. They thrive and

grow strong, producing deeply fragrant flowers that bob and bow

in the breeze as they grow heavy with resin. I began my 1st harvest

of the year today. I do things differently now that the state requires

wet weights and waste weights for each plant. Since each one of

my dep beds has 140 or more plants, this slows me down and

complicates everything. Still, it’s the price I pay to continue this

legacy, it’s my permission to grow, this endless bureaucracy with its

escalating bills and taxes. 

 I’m sticky all over, my hair and my arms and my clothes reek with

fresh resin. The fresh smell of harvested cannabis is intoxicating all

on its own. Stripped of their leaves, the ripe buds hang upside

down on trellis in my drying room. The fans are on, the summer

heat will dry them quickly. Then they will be sent on to another

place, to be processed, packaged and delivered to whoever wants

them. I want to begin labeling my product, so people know what

they have, that the story of the cannabis goes with it, I want people

to choose their medicine with knowledge of what energy has been

put into it. I know that this is important to many, how
something is treated and grown, what steps have been taken
in the journey from tiny seedlings or clones to the fragrant
cannabis they are about to consume and enjoy. I love to grow
this plant. It’s so alive, so present in its biological connection to

humans. We found it, we loved it, we made more. This plant is now

all over the world, has thrived and evolved under our care. It’s

future is concordant with ours. Many of my fellow farmers in

Humboldt County feel as I do, their joy in growing and their

persistence to continue as the regulations pressure us and cost us

money and time, keeping this part of the industry alive. Come visit

us, see our beautiful farms, and buy our incredible weed. You will

be glad you did.

Written by: Alicia Renata. Blue Rock Gardens @bluerockgardens

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

https://www.instagram.com/bluerockgardens
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@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

MY LIFE WITH CANNABISMY LIFE WITH CANNABISMY LIFE WITH CANNABIS
Written by: Jose Morales @pepelepew_420

 Being the 1st generation born here in San

Francisco California, aka Frisco in 1994, I would not

have known growing up here would be the best

place to help me. This city has aided in my growth

and maturity, preparing me for life, and helping

mold the idea of my cannabis empire. My parents

were of course really against cannabis, but even as

a kid whenever I would smell it in the air, I would

take a deep breath, and tell my parents that it

smelled good. They would tell me it was a skunk.

So every time I would smell weed as a kid I

thought it was a skunk, not knowing what it really

was until I got older and could smell the

difference. From the first time I tried cannabis in

high school I fell in love with it. I took a big hit and

started hella coughing. I just remember like a

minute later I couldn’t stop smiling and it was hard

to open my eyes, and for the first time I felt like my

mind was at peace, not all crazy or all over the

place. From then on I smoked almost everyday, it

just became the thing that kept my mind at ease.

 After I graduated high school I started working as a delivery guy for this sandwich spot downtown.

During our delivery days a couple of us delivery guys would meet up at the corner and smoke a bit

before we started our routes. But it was hard because we would smell like bud, that’s when I started

looking up alternatives to get high at work and not reek like bud, and luckily at the time, that’s when

cartridges were advancing in quality. I started getting cartridges, not knowing that was gonna be the

start for my cannabis knowledge and my own products. Cartridges brought me a quick high, and were

a lot more discrete to use at work because it's odorless so no one could tell I was consuming. Making it

my business to steadily keep current with new cannabis products, whether be it flower, cartridges, or

concentrate, I realized I was witnessing the industry explode with new scientific breakthroughs, and a

resurgence of the cannabis revolution long coming.  

After working in delivery service for a bit, I received an opportunity to become a handyman/ janitor.

With this new position I was able to have a normal Monday – Friday 8 to 5 job. I did that for a few years,

it gave me the chance to do what I love, smoke weed and make good money on the side. At this point

my relationship with cannabis had grown into a deep love. The inevitable time came when my mom

smelled weed coming from my bedroom, I could tell she was pissed and asked me if I had any weed. I

knew she had knowledge of my consumption so I decided to be honest and displayed to her the few

bags of weed equating to a couple of pounds. She was in complete shock. I then explained it was only

for my personal consumption, and smoking a lot doesn't make me a bad person. We had a long

conversation and she expressed her concern for my well-being, but I further expressed that this is the

path I have chosen, and that cannabis wasn't bad, it's just misunderstood. My goal is to show people

that cannabis is something that can benefit all people.

https://www.instagram.com/pepelepew_420
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@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

MY LIFE WITH CANNABISMY LIFE WITH CANNABISMY LIFE WITH CANNABIS
Written by: Jose Morales @pepelepew_420

 The last few months at my janitor job were

rough. Our employer started paying us late

or trying not to pay us at all for me and a

couple other employees. Then outta

nowhere our employer disappeared not

paying us the money we were owed for 3

months of work. 

 With bills to pay and basically working for

free, those times sucked. Luckily, I
randomly received a dm on instagram
from my favorite club in the city asking if
I ever worked at a dispensary, and if I
would be down for an interview. Not
knowing that this would be the biggest
blessing in my life, It was like the
universe knew how much I loved mary
jane and sent me a new opportunity
signaling that cannabis was my rightful
path. 

 Excited enough for the opportunity, I was blessed to start working at the Bloom Room, my

favorite dispensary. I left my janitor job and started my new life in the legal cannabis game. I was

truly able to display my love and passion for cannabis, and expand my knowledge on it from my

coworkers who are just as passionate. I have a dream to have my own dispensary and cannabis

farms here in the city to help people like me get an opportunity for a better life. I want to grow

my cannabis empire here in California and then help bring legal cannabis to Mexico and Latin

America. This plant could help the overall global economy. The world shames it because they

don’t understand it. It’s up to people like me, organizations like BALCA, and the Bloom Room

that help give a voice to this beautiful plant and community of amazing people who have

something to say. A message that needs to be heard. If you have a dream or a passion, don’t let

people tell you what to do, find what makes you happy and give it your 200%. I wasn't happy

until I started doing stuff that I loved and wanted to do, and that is being in the cannabis

industry, showing people how happy and how much of a positive thing cannabis is for me and

can be for others.

https://www.instagram.com/pepelepew_420
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 Hello my name is Bianca Gutierrez, founder and owner of BSA “Bianca Starr Agency”, a

cannabis focused creative agency that centers around cannabis lifestyle through events +

content. I am a first generation Latina, born & raised here in the San Francisco Bay Area and I

am also a verified equity applicant. I am a single mother of two beautiful boys who I am

proudly raising in the Mission District. I love my community and take pride in my role as

hostess of Carnaval as once did my own father. My roots are thick and the foundation is

solid. I have always been one to be intrigued by the city’s movements and have never held

my voice back when it comes to something I truly believe in. I truly believe in the plant that

heals in so many ways; magical. I have always had a relationship with cannabis. Whether it

was purchasing weed from Double Rock or Dolores Park, cannabis has always been a part of

our lifestyle in the BAY and when things started to become real I definitely wanted it on the

legal market. We spent enough years being afraid of growing up north, driving back with

weight and even trimming vacations. This was the lifestyle and I never thought we would be

where we are today. You either knew someone, know someone or you are that someone.

BIANCA STARR AGENCY BUILDINGBIANCA STARR AGENCY BUILDINGBIANCA STARR AGENCY BUILDING
ROTATION AND CULTIVATINGROTATION AND CULTIVATINGROTATION AND CULTIVATING

COMMUNITYCOMMUNITYCOMMUNITY

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A

Written By: Bianca Starr @biancastarragency

https://www.instagram.com/biancastarragency
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 I have worked across the industries of fashion, music, nightlife as well as

various community based campaigns & initiatives. The current place the legal

industry is in, is beyond what I ever imagined and I am excited to play an

active role in moving the culture forward and to ensure our community does

not get left behind in the process of cannabis growing into a big business as

a multi billion dollar industry. Through my long years in branding and events,

I saw an immediate need to utilize my skill set, creativity & network to

connect like minded women to support each other and grow together. This

became ever more necessary and apparent as this current Covid-19 global

pandemic impacted us all so greatly. At home with my two children,
homeschooling them as so many of us were, I saw an even greater need
to provide a space where we could still come together, experience each
other's brands and products while still maintaining strict safety
protocols. This is when I conceived The Rotation. The Rotation is an event

property centered around creating a gathering for influencers, and cannabis

lovers in the California cannabis & wellness industry. The Rotation gives

exposure to new products, people and cultivates new relationships. My goal

with The Rotation is to provide a much needed, safe and refreshing

experience for all to engage and connect to move forward as an industry. In

the initial events we have produced the response has been amazing and we

have been able to bring together some incredible people who have then

moved on to support each other in some meaningful ways. That natural

transfer of knowledge I believe is key to building a community and essential

to creating an organic connection with all of those across your ecosystem. 

 BSA is growing and has co-produced events for Berner such as his

COUCHLOCKED 420 event with COOKIES as well as STIIIZY’s HIGH SOCIETY

concerts and I am the Director of Marketing for Sunset Connect, a social

equity manufacturing and distribution facility in SF. As BSA grows we are also

very excited to come up with creative and innovative ideas for community

building and cultivating long lasting relationships within the industry.  The

growth the cannabis industry will experience over the next 3 to 5 years will

be immense and it is imperative as organic, local, community minded folks

we band together and carve out our niche to ensure a piece of the pie and

success for generations to come after us. 

Mucho Amor 

Bianca Starr

BIANCA STARR AGENCY BUILDINGBIANCA STARR AGENCY BUILDINGBIANCA STARR AGENCY BUILDING
ROTATION AND CULTIVATINGROTATION AND CULTIVATINGROTATION AND CULTIVATING

COMMUNITYCOMMUNITYCOMMUNITY

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A
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https://www.instagram.com/biancastarragency
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 This story of our farm starts back in the

1980s. My partner and I were living in

Sonoma County, close to Napa Valley

with our first son Zach. We had a very

close friend who had purchased property

in Humboldt County who had started

growing the best cannabis known as

sensimilla way back on Bureau of Land

Management “BLM” land adjacent to his

property. Some of these strains like the

early landrace Afghanistan kush tended

to be susceptible to mold in the more

humid climate in the shaded hills of

humboldt and led growers into breeding

new hybrids with other landraces from

Oaxaca, Panama, Thailand, Ect. This

inspired us to start growing cannabis in

Sonoma with mixed success. We had

some decent harvests in the early years,

but after multiple scares with thieves we

were inspired to look for a more remote

location. We soon purchased a piece of

property in southern Oregon and put in a

crop on BLM land, adjacent to our

property.
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 Sadly this crop got busted two days before harvest but fortunately no one was caught;

nonetheless, this left us financially high and dry. However, this is how we ended up in

Humboldt. Our good friend who was a grower in Humboldt suggested we move here and let

us have some money to move. We rented our farm back in 1985 just as the campaign against

marijuana planting or CAMP, was in full swing. With the CAMP helicopters flying our meadow

property here was not an ideal place for growing as there was little cover to hide your plants.

The hills around us in Salmon Creek were full of grows and helicopters were looking for them.

At that time people were getting up to 10 years prison time for cultivation and lands were

getting confiscated. It wasn't until the passage of proposition 215 that we felt safe to consider

growing here on the farm. We started with a small indoor medical crop in our small pump

house and continued until we decided to consider growing outdoors around 2003. Our garden

progressed from there with the passage of proposition 64. With statewide legalization on the

brink we decided to take the jump into the legal route and applied for our permit from

Humboldt county as Cherry Valley Farms as my partner and second son Shawn have last name

was Cherry.

https://www.instagram.com/cherryvalleyfarms420
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 In 2012, after my partner Robert had

surgery, Shawn moved back to assist in

recovery and help out on the farm. From

2013 to 2016 Shawn worked for family

friends in nearby watersheds and began

to learn the ropes of managing cannabis

farms professionally while dipping his

toes in the regenerative aspect of

agriculture. After legalization in 2017 he

decided to work full time on the family

farm. One of the first farms to apply for a

permit in 2016, our state temporary

licence was granted in 2018. We now

have our provisional licence from

California and hope to be granted our

annual shortly. We are on the smaller

side of most farms being only 5000 sq ft

of canopy. My partner passed away in

2017 and my two sons and I now

continue to manage the farm ourselves.

Even prior to the legal market we
realized the importance of how
cannabis was grown with
homesteaders distinct regenerative
practices and the holistic integration
of community and ecology.
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 We wish to promote such regenerative cannabis methods and the small local farmers
from southern Humboldt. After a while of meeting with many local farmers we helped form

the group that would become So Hum Farm Company in mid 2018 after meeting with James

Crowe at an Humboldt County Growers Alliance event for cannabis businesses. Even with the

changes throughout the past years Sohum Farm Company has grown and established itself as

a company based in education and promotion of regenerative farming practices. We have

come a long way from the outlaw days. No more helicopters hovering over our homes looking

for illegal weed.

https://www.instagram.com/cherryvalleyfarms420
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 As an organization BALCA takes action on issues concerning the environment and social justice.

We understand that no justice could be achieved in the U.S. if we don’t help other Latin
American countries find freedom and peace as well. Colombia is one of the greatest

examples of a failed war on drugs, where small farmers in the Amazon jungle are being

punished for circumstances out of their control. Colombia has a rich history in the cultivation of

psychoactive plants, a tradition dating back thousands of years. But it wasn’t until the early

1970’s when the Bonanza Marimbera happened that cannabis was cultivated in the Caribbean

coast of Colombia in large quantities for financial purposes. But because Colombians didn't have

control of the routes and wholesale distribution network in the U.S., their margins were small. 

 

 The war on drugs was declared in June 1971 by US president Nixon making cannabis hard to

import to the U.S.  

 

 The large volume of cannabis made it hard to transport and the price of transportation was too

high compared to the profits. This made the market switch to cultivation of cannabis from

predominantly within California, utilizing more sophisticated methods of cultivation. Because of

its proximity, Mexico topped Colombia as the main producer and exporter of the cannabis

consumed in the U.S. And soon after the Bonanza Marimbera period in the middle of the 80’s,

the market switched from cannabis cultivation to production, manufacturing, and distribution of

cocaine in Colombia.
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Colombia first started as the main producer and exporter of cocaine and because of the large

population that had emigrated from Colombia to the U.S. They were able to secure the routes

and wholesale distribution market in the States. The main cultivation of the coca leaf was in

Peru and it wasn’t until 1994 that Peruvian president Fujimori cracked down on the

transportation routes from Peru to Colombia pushing the Colombian cartels to move a large part

of coca cultivation to the Colombian Sierra. In response, the Colombian government along with

the U.S. government started working on what would soon be known as Plan Colombia, a

comprehensive plan to combat the narcotraffic problem. In the early 2000s Colombia was using

approximately 1% of their GDP on fighting the war on drugs. One of the main tools utilized was

aerial crop eradication that consisted of aerial spraying of the herbicide known as glyphosate, a

controversial chemical better known as the main ingredient in Roundup. Believed to be

cancerous, glyphosate caused a large number of health related issues and billions of dollars in

lawsuits creating pressure on Monsanto and Bayern to pull the main ingredient in Roundup off

of American shelves by 2023. At the same time U.S. taxpayer dollars are being used to aerial

spray glyphosate in the Amazon jungle, hurting communities and the environment.  

 

 Under the leadership of Jason Ortiz, Executive Director of SSDP (Students for the Sensible Drug

Policy), a national group formed of mostly students and youth that work on replacing the failed

drug policies that have harmed our communities, and SSDP board members Luna Suescan and

Marlo Holguin the Aerial Crop Eradication Coalition was created. Also part of this coalition is

Colombia MUISCA represented by Carol Ortega, a Colombian cannabis activist and entrepreneur,

CESED (centro de estudio sobre la seguridad y drogas | universidad de los andes) represented by

the director of research David Restrepo and Konstantin Gerbert from Brazil, along with so many

more people and organizations that are helping us with this important project. More than 60

organizations have already signed our letter to Congress to stop using taxpayer money to

finance aerial crop eradication. 

 

 From the beginning we understood the complexity of this issue and realized the most effective

way to defund the practice is to go straight to congress, especially to members of the

appropriation Committee, the group in charge of managing the funds for Colombia. The process

consists of two educational forums to increase awareness on the issue and also educate the

public on action that can be taken to lobby in favor of this campaign. The first educational

forum event took place on August 11th and was focused on the problems of aerial crop

eradication and the complex realities and relationships between coca as a plant and cocaine.

The second educational forum event will be on September 23rd in which we will be focusing

more on congressional policies. Following these events will be a day of action specifically

scheduled Columbus day Monday October 11th, as we believe that the failed war on drugs is an

extension and a representation of modern day colonialism.  
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Ted Blair or Red Ted as he’s known to his friends has built his life around growing world class

cannabis. He’s accustomed to a lifestyle that includes fishing on the Lost Coast and traveling to

places like Baja and Puerto Vallarta in Mexico during the off season. You would never guess by

looking at him, but Ted comes from Puerto Rican, Hawaiian, German and Irish descent. His

grandmother’s maiden name was Ortiz, she traveled from Puerto Rico to Hawaii to work in the

sugarcane and coffee fields during the World War II era. Ted doesn’t speak Spanish but he sure

does want to learn.

Ted was born in Leggett, Mendocino County and was raised there until he was 23 years old.

That’s when he moved to go work in Humboldt. Ted was used to working at the local grocery

store and gas station before he learned the ropes in Spyrock. He grew up humbly, without extra

money and during a time when the primary sources of income in the region were logging,

fishing and growing herb. The best way to fit in back then was to drive an old truck with

firewood in the back. 

Ted was 13 years old when he observed that one of the seeds that his older step sister would

throw over the deck after rolling up, actually sprouted! He decided to give it some water,

watched her perk up and embraced the enjoyment he received watching his new friend grow.

Then a couple of years later Ted’s step sister took him to Spyrock to show him how things were

done. At 15, Ted was learning how to guerilla grow during the height of the War on Drugs.

Helicopters would come down on your house to seize your crop and maximum damage was

done to homes on properties where marijuana was confiscated. Ted learned to position plants

150-200 yards away from each other, to cover his tracks and to stay away from anyone that

caused too much attention to themselves.

Ted would even make the trip to Spyrock after football practice to get the job done. Ted has

seen it all since then. He has seen operators succeed and then lose it all. Every year

acquaintances would go to jail and every year outlaw growers would go deeper into the woods.

Remember no cellphones. Bell Springs Road / Spyrock became a hotspot and Ted didn’t want to

get caught so he would go the opposite direction to find his grow spots. He’d be sure to hide his

trail every time, especially because he didn’t want to disappoint his family by getting caught. 
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Now even though there were no cell phones, there were ways to

communicate in the hills of the Emerald Triangle. When the

helicopters would come raining down, there was a spot that everyone

in the area knew to go to meet up with all the neighbors so they could

communicate and stay ahead of the situation. Neighbors frequently

asked one another to take care of each other’s property when one was

out of town and the signal to say to your neighbors ‘hey I’m home!’ was

two shotgun blasts in the air. If the neighbors heard rapid fire they

immediately knew that a rip off or another serious problem was

occurring and that the need was there for support and back up. So it

became necessary to always stay a step ahead and to consistently take

measures to protect your safety. And even then there were plenty of

close calls. 

 One of the skill sets that Ted learned at a young age from an old

school legend was how to breed. This man, whose name must stay

anonymous, took Ted under his wing and in Ted’s own words, “he

showed me how to make money.” Ted was around breeding projects

that were unique to that property and today Ted breeds material that

no one else has. He says that if the herb doesn’t smoke how it looks

then what’s the point? Herb doesn’t have to look the best, it’s all about

the flavor and the taste. Ted makes it clear as day that he loves all herb

and that his focus is to keep only healthy, big producing plants that

carry potency, flavor and optimal physical structure. 

From Ted’s perspective the market has been getting weird these past

few years in that if you don’t have a particular strain, let’s say Ice

Cream Cake, then you can’t sell your product. Then everyone has the

Ice Cream Cake and now it’s difficult to sell anyhow. So what did Ted

do? He invited his good friend Reggie to sprinkle pollen around and

next thing you know they’re sifting through 305 brand new crosses!

Only a select few were able to hang at Canna Country and three

strains were entered into the 2020 Emerald Cup. #26 took The

Breeder’s Cup and placed 2nd Sungrown. #9 took 19th also in the

Sungrown category. 
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Nonetheless Prop 64 has been a rollercoaster for Canna Country Farms. One like you wouldn’t

believe. One minute Ted’s questioning everything that he’s doing, next minute he’s thinking that

the effort will go somewhere and the next it’s like his hands and feet are tied because of

regulation. Ted feels lied to and that he’s been set up to fail. Legacy farmers have put every

single cent and all their energy these past 3-4 years to crawl through bureaucratic red tape and

have been in the red since last year’s growing season. Ted guarantees that if one state lawmaker

would work on his farm for just one month, that he would change the onerous cannabis

regulations present in California. Plants don’t move once they’re in the ground, it is unnecessary

to tag each one. Current taxes are $154 per pound and if you’re selling last year’s units at

$350-$500 each, then there is no profit left for the farmer. A percentage vs a flat rate is one

solution and on top of this, California isn’t investing any tax money into creating real change in

favor of the small cannabis farmer. 

Big Ag wants what Ted and operators like him have. Sustainable terroir, lifestyle and community.

Plants are more than happy when their surroundings are native and sustainable. The current

landscape is tricky because a multitude of operators that are native to Humboldt by and large

will not survive the current market crisis. Realistically there is a 40% drop occurring right now. 

Ted is on a mission to get Canna Country jars out to multiple dispensaries and to collaborate

with equity operators so that the people can be the judge of what good herb is. Ted envisions

educating consumers about the long cure as an example. Outdoor flowers have a long life, and

it’s this longevity that translates to a better quality of smoke. Canna Country herb is sustainably

grown with fresh coastal air, clean water and native soil that is amended on a yearly basis.

Natural inputs allow for the subtle influences of Humboldt soil and the environment to shine in

the finished product. 

Today there seems to be a misconception that the best weed comes from LA and not the

Emerald Triangle. If it’s not grown under the big one lighter in the sky, then it’s not the best

herb. Indoor flowers are one thing, but at Canna Country Farms there is plenty of Nature and alot

of Love. There is an acute understanding of the land, the desire to steward it and to always

improve the environment Ted calls home. 
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In conclusion, let’s not forget about where this all started. It started with a commitment. A deep

dedication to the plant. To be there for her, to care for her every day until she was ready to give

back at harvest time. This is a relationship that we are just beginning to understand, one that

serves to teach us that we can survive anything that is thrown our way when we unite as a

community, supporting each other and elevating one another until we can all ease back and

enjoy a place within the circle. 

Now is the time for us to come together here in the Bay Area to support legacy farmers like Ted

Blair Canna Country Farms. Operators who never ran away from the job, who refused to give up

on a dream that lives in our imaginations today. 

The reward is being a part of something greater than ourselves, to participate in a community

that loves the plant and one another for the values we share and the lifestyle that holds us close.

The future remains to be seen. The future is ours!
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My path in cannabis fueled from the medicinal healing properties I experienced as a lifelong

lover of the plant as a consumer and worker bee. During my early 20s in my first year of university

studies I started to face reproductive health problems, while working through my own

pharmaceutical addiction I was blessed by a fellow nursing student who opened up her world of

medical cannabis to me. From that time on I was infatuated with all parts of cannabis. Over the

next eight years while going to school at Portland State cannabis became more than just

something I used for medical alleviation and health it became a career pathway I never would

have guessed in my teens that could become a legitimate profession. There were many jobs I

worked from trimming, production, cleaning, plant work and even held it down in the

confectionary side building edibles with Grön & Journey Man Chocolates.  

My heart always felt the most full within the agriculture side of the cannabis industry, it
was something I felt many of us feel who come from families that worked within the
agriculture world hold dear.   My Familia; especially my mother, grandfather, & great grand

parents were my biggest inspirations that pushed me to focus on cultivation. Cultivation for me

is therapeutic on many levels from the aromatherapy to the hands on connection it’s my number

one regulator of my personal health.   

 

@ B A L C A _ B A Y A R E A
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My legal hemp farm started back in 2017 in Oregon; didn’t have investors, nor land, or genetics of

my own at that point, pero I did have the right attitude - the Chingona way of Vida. I took what I

knew, what I had & put the word out into the community of what I wanted to manifest & my

dreams came true. The biggest blessing of all was meeting my fiancé Crocquito - Latino

geneticist & cultivator. He taught me everything I needed to know about genetics from the

scientific creations to the hands on application. I owe him forever a big thanks for believing in

me and helping me create the genetics we have today. We started dating long distance after

meeting at the Emerald Cup in 2017, fast forward 4 years later we successfully purchased our

Ranch in Fresno County, CA in the Sierra Mountains so that we could start to build our life

together and my dream farm.  

 

My Hispanic roots have always molded my ethical and moral values. Growing up with my mother

& having my abuelita around my life was heavily influenced by these women. I’m a second

generation Latina, my abuelita came from Mexico when she was three with her younger sisters

and brother. We were raised to accept any work we were ever offered, definitely not laziness

allowed in our house regardless of social status….nothing is too good for you or below you. Which

I really think helped push me to take on any job I had the opportunity for when starting out

earning my place within cannabis and what I encourage others to do as well through their own

journey.   
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Our families history through mota was

something that when I was raised was

considered the worst thing someone in

our circle could participate in. I feel this

was strongly shaped by my mothers

brother & sister both serving prison

time in the US & in BC for cultivation

and distribution. It was a highly

subjective taboo subject that was

negatively affected even more by my

own brother's multiple incarcerations

for cannabis. I felt that I lost my family

during my first few years working in the

cannabis industry, they wanted nothing

to do with someone or something that

had destroyed our families health. I

wanted to push through. I wanted

them to see that this plant was

amazing and could do so much for us

financially and medicinally. Being

where I am at today is a miracle, I’m

happy to say that overtime their minds

opened up through my personal

success on the legal market. Although I

can’t and no one can take back the

time and pain that was lost through the

years of imprisonment of my older

brother or my aunt & uncle I

continuously push through knowing

that I am helping shift the narrative

and give space to fellow Latinas and

Latinos. My future dream of expansion

involves the expansion of LatinX within

cannabis. I hope to inspire and

encourage our youth to not just

working, but taking ownership within

the agriculture side.
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Let’s clear our minds, light one up and enjoy a first hand account of Humboldt and Bay Area

cannabis history and the connection these regions have to one another. Who better to tell this

tale than mi amigo Chris Anderson, born and raised in the Triangle and founder of Redwood

Roots Distribution. Let’s travel back in time...

There was a time long ago when Humboldt herb did not make it past the Bay Area. It didn’t

touch LA and did not cross state lines. For the record, the Bay Area has always been the funnel

for Humboldt. San Francisco was the original hub before Los Angeles, and Oakland was also a

major business partner. Humboldt and the Bay Area are the original ganja gangsters. We have

always been one family, connected as deep as can be. Many back-to-the-landers went to San

Francisco first before migrating up North during the hippie movement of the ‘60’s and ‘70’s. This

migration was the beginning of the silk road between the Bay Area and Humboldt County.
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Chris is born and raised in Southern Humboldt and has

a sharp memory of how he grew up. His family was not

involved in the cannabis industry. Chris washed dishes

at the family restaurant and also worked at his family’s

gift shop. Yet he was intrigued by the plant from a

young, impressionable age. He remembers sleeping

over at his friend’s house and observing a different

kind of lifestyle and a dedication to the plant. Even

though Chris cracked his first seeds at 16, his cannabis

career started later in life compared to others in his

community. At 18, Chris and three friends were hired

by an older brother of the group and that was the start

of his first guerilla grow in the hills of Southern

Humboldt. Chris and his compadres grew up amongst

rebellious Vietnam vets who were trained in evasion,

on how to cover their tracks and now it was time to

put their skills to the test. The squad scored 50 units

total back when pounds were jamming for $4,400.

Plants were completely hidden in the ‘80’s and ‘90’s,

the money too. 

The War on Drugs was extremely intense for Chris and

he explains that there was plenty of roughneck activity

in the hills of Sohum “Southern Humboldt” before the

Drug War even started. One of the consequences that

occurred overnight was that the War on Drugs created

a culture of lying and deceit. The community turned to

a criminal mindset in order to survive. If you touched

the plant, you could not be honest about where you

lived and what you did. To say that you were from

Humboldt was to out yourself as a pot grower right

there on the spot. Chris would give a false name and

was always from a different place when he traveled.

Chris was born in 1974. Criminalization and law

enforcement took a vicious toll on the psyche of the

cannabis community in Humboldt, from the infamous

helicopters to the sheriff trucks flaunting seized weed

through Garberville. 
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Even though some of the original back to the landers were Yale, Harvard, etc. people that were

tired of the hypocrisy of the world, the War on Drugs created a perception that pot growers were

evil people. So many families were broken apart, so many individuals were never the same after

years and decades behind bars. Worst of all, drug addiction came with the fast money and access

to high quality drugs. Chris shares that it was tough being young and living fast with too much

money and not enough education. Worst of all, Chris shares about home invasions, kids being tied

up, his friends being murdered over pounds and having to dig his friend’s graves and having to

help bury them. Friends like Jason and Hippie John. Chris knows about literally hundreds of locals

his age and older that are no longer with us for one reason or another. 

Even though a small percentage of operators actually got caught compared to the overall

involvement, what you have just read has always been the magnitude of the weed business roller

coaster before legalization. On the flipside of that coin, having the ability to adapt from one day to

the next, without much middle ground is an excellent skill to complement hopping on the roller

coaster of licensed California cannabis. Chris boasts that they tried to infiltrate our system and
now it’s our turn to infiltrate theirs with the goal of doing business based on communal,
regenerative models and not corporate values. 

The community that Chris grew up in was not focused on money, rather homes were constructed

with leftover timber and schools and community centers were also built. The plant that birthed

Southern Humboldt as we know it today instilled the spirit of giving back to the community.

Sharing food, communing and supporting one another serve as inspiration for Chris as he

spearheads Redwood Roots Distribution. Chris elaborates that the path towards participating in

the legal market has been extremely difficult, seemingly impossible at times, and that the failures

occurring today are not because farmers didn’t do good on their end, but rather that we are

witnessing failure because Prop 64 was designed to devastate the legacy farmer.

However a deep change in consciousness is occuring. Our community and consumers alike want to

know that weed is organic, we want to know who we are supporting, and we are beginning to

observe the corporate lack of authenticity in this industry. Equity operators are a match made in

heaven for legacy farmers. We have stayed true and are rising above the forest floor, finding each

other and knowing that we share the same abundant vision. Now is the time to trust and lean on

one another, to build relationships and know that our people are truly good people. Plant medicine

is real. Mushrooms and ganja can save the world. 

https://www.instagram.com/redwoodroots.family
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 First and foremost, I thank BALCA for extending the invitation for me to share my voice as an Asian-

American woman in the industry on their platform. To be welcomed into this space is humbling

and speaks volumes in its intention to unify and empower our communities.

-----------------------------------------------

 Throughout my life, I have been in many intense situations where I had to adapt quickly -- sink or

swim. The intergenerational trauma in my bloodline runs deep, but the need to heal and self-care

in the realm of mental health and wellness has been overlooked throughout lifetimes. To be clear, I

have a lot of love for my family. My mother was the leader in our home and has been operating

small-businesses in Oakland for almost 40 years now -- the majority of that time she hustled 12-

hour work days at minimum -- weekends, language barrier and rampant, unchecked anti-Asian

racism and dehumanization included. My mother’s perseverance, work ethic and the responsibility

she shouldered to provide for her family is my greatest source of inspiration in the professional

realm.
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 In regards to social and cultural aspects for many Black & Indigenous

People of Color “BIPOC”, I think many of us are highly attuned to the

reality that there is still significant stigma attached to therapy and the

overall validity of mental health concerns. As far as my own experience as

an Asian person, therapy is absolutely taboo. It is largely seen as a time-

wasting, self-indulgent luxury at best – and a humiliation or disgrace to

your family and cultural identity, at worst. All this to say -- therapy did not

seem like a viable option to me for most of my life. Taking the first, crucial

step a few years ago in simply acknowledging the gravity of my internal

struggles and getting some grace from myself has been powerfully

transformative. Don’t get it twisted, I still have a long way to go. Every day

I push hard to show up. For anyone that can relate to this in any way --

my hope, intention and manifestation for all of us is that we continue

living without allowing the weight of fulfilling the desires or expectations

of others to paralyze us from true progress and alignment with our

highest truths and selves.
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 These musings are really a segue to another truth – I like weed! Actually, I love it. The medicinal

properties of the plant are initially what drew me into cannabis. Although cognitive/talk
therapy is important, if not essential, this also rings true for many of us when it comes to
the medicinal side of mental health for holistic healing. Cannabis is the natural fit. I had
consulted with a few different psychiatrists, and was repeatedly offered prescriptions to

pharmaceuticals that either did not seem practical to consume or upon further research seemed

like it would inevitably do more harm than anything else. After I introduced myself to cannabis

as a medical consumer, I quickly fell in love with this magical plant that is sown with abundant,

ethereal healing properties.
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 Cannabis not only helps facilitate my health but
has, in many ways, given me a home and found
family; this means a lot to me as a neurodivergent
loner with a diminished support system. I have
walked my own path in life and made my fair share of

life-changing decisions which others might find

jarring, particularly if looking through the cultural lens

of an Asian person. However, it is the more

controversial elements of myself and my life that have

turned out to be my greatest blessings and strengths.

Those of us in the industry know it is somewhat

chaotic and constantly evolving, and to be honest? I

identify. I think a lot of us do.

 Through the connections I have made in my

involvement with cannabis I know the majority of us

are survivors, healers, pioneers, warriors and leaders.

These are only the beginning chapters of so many of

our stories not only in cannabis, but in mental health

and overall awareness. My belief is that we, as a

collective and as individuals, are being called to break

cycles that must be broken. My vision is that we

continue striving to make positive impact and

effective changes in advocating for the plant and

those connected with it – past, present and future. For

the culture. Por la cultura!
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